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Introduction: Most asteroids smaller than 500 km are
porous [1]. This porosity may be primordial microporos-
ity and/or macroporosity introduced by fragmentation and
reaccumulation. Recent work suggests that impacts may
have been influential in compacting chondritic precursor
materials [2, 3]. To place those results in context requires
an understanding of collisional histories of meteorite par-
ent bodies. Models of solar system evolution suggest that
objects > 100 km are difficult to disrupt [4, 5]; thus, a
significant fraction of their porosity should be primordial.
Objects below this size are generally assumed to be colli-
sional fragments; however, their collisional histories and
the nature of their internal structure is uncertain.

Here we investigate the fraction of small primitive as-
teroids that is disrupted; the nature of those disruptive
events; and the nature of the largest and most influential
impacts on surviving (non-disrupted) bodies.

Modelling: For this work, an analytic collision physics
model [6, 7] was incorporated into an existing Monte
Carlo planetesimal collisional history model [5, 8].

Collisional outcomes: The analyic model [6, 7] defines
6 catagories of collisional outcomes based on the impact
velocity, impact angle and the masses of the impacting
and parent bodies. As erosive impacts dominate, we refine
these outcomes by further subdividing impacts that cause
partial erosion based on the fraction of the target that is
eroded. We also treat as a special case any impact where
the impactor mass exeeds the target mass. In this case, we
mark the parent body as accreted on a larger body, calcu-
late no further impacts on that parent body, and remove it
from any further analysis.

Parent body collisional histories: To determine the fre-
quency and intensity of different collisional outcomes, a
Monte Carlo model [5, 8] was used to predict impact
histories for a range of parent body sizes (1 – 250 km
radius) over the first 100 Myr of solar system evolu-
tion. For each parent body size, 104 parent bodies were
simulated in the Monte Carlo model. For each parent
body, a set of impact parameters was determined using
time-varying asteroid size-frequency disributions, impact
velocity-frequency distributions and intrinsic collisional
probabilities that were calculated using collisional and dy-
namical evolution modelling of terrestrial planet growth
[e.g. 9, 10]. For each impact that was determined to have
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Figure 1: Average number of disruptive collisional events
per parent body during the first 100 Myr of Solar System
history, as a function of parent body size.
taken place, the impactor mass, impact velocity and a ran-
domly selected impact angle (where P (> θ) = cos2 θ
[11]) were used as inputs to the collisional outcome cal-
culation.

Limitations/future work: The analytic collision physics
model does not consider the strength of bodies when de-
termining the catastrophic disruption threshold. This as-
sumption is reasonable at large parent body sizes, but to
extend our model to smaller sizes the disruption criterion
should transition to a strength-dominated regime.

Currently the mass of the parent body is fixed in the
Monte Carlo calculation: each subsequent impact occurs
on the same mass of target. Future calculations will track
the changing mass of the target, as it accretes or loses
mass by collisions.

Results: Figure 1 shows the average number of dis-
ruptive events (catastrophic and super-catastrophic) on a
parent body during 100 Myr. For large parent bodies (50–
250 km), the average number of disruptive events in the
first 100 Myr is low (3–8% of parent bodies). For parent
bodies with radii 2–20 km, the number of parent bodies
disrupted is 25% – 45%. Only at a parent body radius of
1 km does it become more likely than not that a parent
body is disrupted during 100 Myr (71% of parent bodies).

Our simulations calculate the amount of mass lost or
gained (∆M ) during each collision on a parent body. Fig-
ure 2 shows the average net mass change, as a fraction
of the total parent body mass (Mt) for all parent bod-
ies (black circles), parent bodies disrupted in the first
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Figure 2: The average total change in mass on a parent
body as a result of all collisions during the first 100 Myr.
Dotted boundaries between erosion, disruption and super-
catastrophic disruption use the single-impact definitions
of mass change. Erosion is defined as negative ∆M .

100 Myr (red diamonds) and parent bodies that survive
without disruption during 100 Myr (blue squares). For
all objects considered here (up to a maximum radius of
250 km), there is net erosion of the bodies, consistent with
previous work [12, 13]. For 1 km objects, almost the en-
tire mass of the object is eroded away during 100 Myr;
however, approximately 50% of the total mass of bodies in
the 2–20 km size range survives the same period. Of those
asteroids that survive 100 Myr, 1-km radius objects tend
to lose more than half of their mass, whereas 2–20 km ra-
dius bodies tend to lose a much smaller proportion of their
mass (10–20%) in the same time period.

We note that mass changes of less than −1 on Figure 2
are an unphysical consequence of assuming a fixed tar-
get mass. They show bodies that were eroded extensively
prior to disruption. This limitation will be addressed by
future simulations that track the changing mass of the par-
ent body.

Surviving objects: Those objects that are not disrupted
in the first 100 Myr still experience some large sub-
catastrophic impacts. The nature of these events will de-
termine whether any primordial porosity remains. For a
10-km body (and other target sizes), most mass is eroded
by impacts in the region −0.1 > ∆M/Mt > −0.5
(Fig. 3). At a typical impact velocity of 5km s−1 and an-
gle of 45,◦ a ∼ 1 km impactor would erode 10% of the
parent body mass, and a 2 km impactor would erode 50%
of the mass. Impacts on this scale will cause significant
localised heating and compaction, but not global scale ef-
fects [8, 14], suggesting that if the object had primordial
porosity to begin with, it should be largely retained after
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Figure 3: The total mass lost by impacts of different size,
catagorised by the change in mass, ∆M , for 10 km radius
parent bodies not disrupted in 100 Myr. The hatched re-
gion above ∆M/Mt = 0.5 is not considered here, as those
impacts would be disruptive.

100 Myrs.
Discussion: Asteroids smaller than 1 km seem un-

likely to contain any primordial porosity, even if it existed
to begin with. Asteroids larger than ∼ 100 km are likely
to be primordial [4]. However, in the transition region
between these two sizes, any porosity present could be
a mix of primordial microporosity (if it existed to begin
with) and macroporosity, resulting from impact fracturing
or re-accretion following partial disruption events. Future
modelling will use these collisional histories combined
with shock physics modelling [3] to track compaction as
a function of time and depth on a meteorite parent body.
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